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lf you're reading this, the chances

are that You love a walk in the

mountains, and Your reasons are

probably as varied as the terrain'

Perhaps it's for the solitude, to

put everyday life into perspective;

maybe it's for the physical challenge

or the social asPect of being out

with like-minded PeoPle. But I

suspect our underlying reasons are

more primitive:the basic human

need to wander free tn wild Places'

Why take a dog?
For me, the pleasure of being on the hills is

accentuated by having my four-legged f riend

with me; I enjoy the shared experience' the

company and the loint feeling of tiredness

as we sit by the f ire at the end of the day

But, I equally appreciate that other hill-goers

see my dog as a nuisance, intruding on

the reasons that they have escaped to the

mountains.
l'm now on my third dog: a Collie called

Skye. She's nearlv two - | got he'at six

weeks, with the express intention of tra ning
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Rescue Dogs Association) Wales for over

two years tnd th.'t progressing nicely with

her tiaining. I also work as a Mountaineering

lnstructor, so whilst running hill-walking or

scrambling courses I check with my clients to

make sure they are OK with dogs before she

comes to work with me.

Gontrolling Your dog
My first consideration was to train her to

ignore livestock and not to chase birds'

Before a dog can start search dog training'

they have to pass an obedience test and a

stock test (often overseen by a local sheep

farmer). I trained Skye with this in mind, but

it means that I have confidence that she

won't be a nuisance to livestock and I have a

reasonable level of control over her'

All owners who take their dog into the

mountains have a responsibility to keep their

dog under control, those that don't do a

dis-service to the rest of us Bear in mind that

what you feel is 'under control' may differ

to someone who is scared of dogs! lf l'm

somewhere busy, l'll keep her on a lead l

also keep her on a lead in the ground-nesting

season, through enclosed fields of livestock

or if we're approaching young children or

people who are obviously not keen on dogs

iyo, toon learn to read the body languagel)

lf I felt ntlmjdated bV catt e be;ng aggress ve
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Building uP
North Wiles Mountain Rescue had at least

one dog rescue this summer - a Labrador

that hal decided it'd gone quite far enough

for one day. Remember - if a dog is not

used to long walks then it needs to be

allowed to build up to a long day in the

mountains. lt's also not recommended to

take young dogs (under 1 2 months) for full

day walks as you can damage their joints'

My dog is now happy on all of the grade 1

,.ru.bl.t in Snowdonia, but we've built up

to that over time. Start off on shorter days

and build up over time, and a fit and healthy

dog will soon be outPacing You'

Dog gear
lf l';iaking Skve for a dav's walk' I won't

take a great deal of extra kit: a lead and

a whistle (she's trained to drop or recall

on a whistle), some spare water and a

collapsible dog bowl in warm weather (but

the majority of the time she's happy to

drink from streams) l also take a Ruffwear

harness for scrambling days so that I can

haul her up the steeper sections Like

most dog owners I also have a olert f "
supply oi plastic bags in my pockel io:

poop scooPing.
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Search dog harc e's
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This issue's expert is Henry Folkard -
keen climber, warker and'laturai l^istory

aficionado. Henry is the BMC's Peak Area

Access Coordinator and has an unsurpassed

knowledge of all things access and

conservation in the Peak District.
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mY four'legged " "''';'sri l
friend with me

and a dog first-aid kit. The first-aid kit will
include a tick remover, dressings, iodine
and some tweezers. I know of one dog thal
was rescued by helicopter after getting

injured on a search - now that's what you

call service! lt's also worth keeping an old

towel and a bowl of water in the back of
the car so you can dry them off and they
can have a well-earned drink.

Winter
lf taking Skye out to play n the snow,
l'm very aware of the crampons on our
feet and discourage her from getting into
groups of people. lf sk -tourrng, l'm keen

to keep her away from the sharp edges
of the skis and the points on the end of
the poles. I use a close comnrand which
means 'stay near but not to heel'.
Be very careful of ice axes placed shaft
first in the ground: the pick wil be at

dogs'eye height.
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We do ask a lot of dogs. Skye has to be a

family pet, happy to sit quietly in a house

of four children, yet also able to work
hard all day, be winched into a helicopter,

walk nicely on a Iead through town, ignore

livestock and get on with our elderly Jack

Russell. Certain breeds will be better at

these roles than others. You could write
a book on the subject, but suffice to say
you need to decide what you want your

dog for, Do some research and then
decide whether you can offer a home to a

rescue dog or whether to go for a puppy

A larger dog like a Labrador or a collie is

great for running in the mountains all day

but, equally, when my Jack Fussell was
younger she used to go up Tryfan and do

the harder bits in my rucksack. One thing's
for sure - whatever dog you go for, train it
right and you'll enloy many happy days in

the mountains together. F

Words: Rob Johnson

Rob Johnson is a self-employed Mountaineering lnstructor

(MlC) and lnternational Mountain Leader (lML). Find out

more at www.expeditiottguide.qqm.
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